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Fungus season 2018

June Chatfield FBNA

The Alton Natural History Society fungus foray 2018 was arranged for 1st September to
catch the late summer species on the heathland of Kingsley Common, Hampshire but it must
have been the record lowest species count with only 13 on the list and in very small
quantities. There were only two large agarics – a Russula or brittlecap and Boletus badius or
bay bolete so we were pleased to have Dr David Lonsdale, a former mycologist with the
Forestry Commission at Alice Holt, to point out rusts and crusts that would go unrecorded
in a more abundant year for fungi. One of these was the yellow poplar rust Melampsora
populnea agg. on the underside of aspen leaves. The Russula had a growth deformity of a
small inverted cap attached to the top. As toadstools contain a good deal of water, the
two-month drought and heat wave this summer in the south-east appears to have held back
the normal fungi that one would expect to find in late summer.

When the law of diminishing returns set in, the field naturalist usually finds another line to pursue and the meeting proved a
good one for insects with five species of shieldbugs and six of ladybirds. Whilst most shieldbugs feed on plant sap, we did find
one of the less common predatory species, the bronze shield bug (Troilus luridus) that was on a birch leaf with a pale tussock
moth caterpillar that appeared to be under attack. Another good insect spot was the lesser cockroach (Ectobius panzeri).

It will be interesting to see how the rest of the season develops for the main fungus months this autumn and whether they
will get the dampness as well as the warmth necessary to produce fruiting bodies for spores. Some that grow on dead wood or
as tree parasites obtain water from the plant host. Look out for the velvet shank (Flammulina velutipes) with its orange cap and
black base to the stipe as it grows in clusters on dead wood and is appreciated for its colour on a dull winter’s day. In Japan it is
cultivated and eaten, but when grown in the dark is no longer colourful. It is sold as Enoki in some supermarkets.

Russula with abnormal growth on the cap
Photo: June Chatfield

In Remembrance of
Captain Harry Hesketh Kay Robinson

killed in action 1918

Roger Tabor wrote ‘The Great War & the British Naturalists’Association’
published in Country-Side (Spring & Summer 2017) which included
information on the death of the Association's founder's son. In September 2018
Roger visited his memorial at Pozières on the Somme in France and placed a
remembrance cross inscribed with his name at the base of the panel that bears
his name.

BNA Chairman Roger Tabor laying cross for
Capt Harry Hesketh Kay Robinson

(d 26 March 1918) on 10 September 2018
Photo: Liz Artindale

Writing an article can seem to be a daunting task but once embarked upon is usually both
enjoyable and educational. It is always a pleasure to see one's article in print, and a pleasure
too to the reader as there is always something more to learn. So I thank all the contributors
to this edition and encourage those who have not yet submitted an article to do so.

There have been some important changes of late within BNA. Firstly after a long period
of unrivalled and dedicated support for BNA, Professor David Bellamy has stepped down as
our Hon. President, his place then being taken by our former Hon. Chairman Roger Tabor.
Steven Rutherford of the South Yorkshire Branch has been elected as the new Hon.
Chairman. There will be articles of appreciation of both David Bellamy’s and Roger Tabor’s
past work for the Association in the next issue of Country-Side. In the meantime I am sure
readers will join with me in thanking David Bellamy and Roger Tabor for their past work for
BNA, and in wishing Roger and Steven Rutherford well in their new roles. We are very
lucky to have such fine naturalists as members of our Association.

Natural History Observations
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There are three divisions of bryophytes
(mosses and liverworts) in the
classification hierarchy. They are the
liverworts (Marchantiophyta),
hornworts (Anthocerotophyta) and
mosses (Bryophyta). The branch of
botany covering the study of these
plants is called bryology. The British
Isles has a rich flora covering some two
thirds of the whole European flora.
This is probably due to its damp/moist
conditions especially to the west and
north of the Country.

So many people just pass these
plants every day oblivious of their
presence and even more importantly,
their place in the environment. Like
lichens, many are atmospheric
pollution indicators and provide a
home and food for other organisms. A
surprising number of species (as well
as lichens) disappeared from our cities
during the intense increase of our
burning coal. Long absent species are
now beginning to reappear owing to
the Clean Air Acts of Parliament.
However, these days we are beginning
to see more nitrogen tolerant species of
moss as too with lichens. The evidence
here points to atmospheric gaseous
nitrogen caused by diesel vehicles
whereas the natural catalyst is bird
droppings. A good opportunity lies
here for further research. So often, I
find people who do notice moss on
their paths, walls and in the lawn
promptly eradicate it thus sadly
eliminating a mini-ecosystem. Okay,
perhaps this is fine if it occurs in a
place where we could slip and injure
ourselves. For me, being a keen
naturalist, I am interested to learn as to
what species it is before eradication.
This practice applies for me with
everything we call weeds! Bryophytes
are home to many species of mini-
beasts such as mites, nematodes, tiny
snails, slugs and of course tardigrades
(water bears) etc. Take for example,

how often we see blackbirds churning
over moss to find critters to devour!

Now, in my opinion, the best time to
study these plants (as too with lichens)
is during the winter months and early
spring. This is when they are more
visible (perhaps to naturalists that is!)
and when many produce their
sporogonia (fruiting bodies) which help
to aid identification of particular
species.

Anyway firstly, I shall introduce the
mosses (Bryophyta) with c.750 species
found in the British Isles. I begin with
perhaps the three most common wall
top mosses. Plate 1 shows clearly all
three of these species and of course,
they are on top of a wall. The moss
showing the upright yellowish/brown
capsules is ‘wall screw-moss’ (Tortula
muralis). Then there is the ‘grey-
cushioned Grimmia’ moss’ (Grimmia
pulvinata), where the name and picture
clearly speaks for itself. Then you can
also see a moss with green drooping
capsules. This is ‘capillary thread-moss’
(Bryum capillare). All these species are
what’s known as acrocarpous mosses.
That is where the capsule stalk (seta)
arises from the apex of the leafy shoot.
Indeed, the shoots of acrocarp mosses
are normally upright and not creeping
or prostrate. The leafy/or ribbon-like
parts of these plants is called the
gametophyte (the haploid generation)
that produces the sex cells (male
antherozoids and female oospheres).
The capsule and seta is the sporophyte
(the diploid generation) called the
sporogonium.

Now, using a x10 hand lens, take a
closer look at these plants preferably
when moist. Indeed, some water in a
small perfume spray container is a
useful tool to have handy. You will see
that they are like miniature forests,
really quite beautiful! The wall screw-
moss has light green tongue-shaped
leaves with a clear (hyaline) hair point
and they tend to screw-up when dry,

hence its name. Then you will see that
the grey-cushioned Grimmia has a
narrow leaf merging into a hair point
and they tend to fold together when dry.
Note also in this species how the
capsules tuck into the plant during
development. The capillary thread-moss
leaves has broad obovate leaves (like an
inverted egg) and also has a short hair
point but unlike the other two, has green
chlorophyll in its cells. Unlike many
other species, these mosses have the
ability to survive quite extensive periods
(even months) in a dry state. Although
they do not grow during such periods
but simply come back to life once
hydrated. This obviously explains why
they can thrive on our walls and roofs!

By still using your lens, now inspect
the capsule structures (sporogonia).
Their principle structure is composed of
the foot (which is embedded in the
gametophyte). Then there’s the stalk
(seta) and the capsule at the apex in
which the reproductive spores develop.
In mosses (not liverworts) the
sporogonium remains green during
development. Sometimes you can see an
appendage like a dunce’s hat on top of
the developing capsule. This is the
calyptra, which is the remains of the
archegonium (the female sex organ).
The purpose of the calyptra is to protect
the capsule during development. So, we
basically have two generations in each
plant, the gametophyte and the
sporophyte (sporogonium). This is what
is called a heteromorphic alternation of
generations. The sporogonium in mosses
is actually semi-parasitic on the
gametophyte but also contains
chlorophyll for photosynthesis during
development. In liverworts the
sporogonia is wholly parasitic on the
gametophyte hence no chlorophyll.

With your lens still handy, now
examine if possible a dry mature capsule
of a moss (i.e. not green but brown). At
the apex of the capsule you should see a
ring of teeth (sometimes two rings).

From a talk given during the BNA Natural History Day on 21 July 2018, hosted by the Selborne Society, at Perivale Wood
Local Nature Reserve, Perivale, Middlesex

Beginning the Study of Bryophytes
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These teeth are exposed after the lid (the
operculum) of the capsule has been
shed. This structure is called the
peristome which controls the liberation
of the mature reproductive spores. The
organ is hygroscopic, meaning it is
capable of absorbing water. Hence,
when the teeth are moist, they will close
thus suppressing release of the spores.
Whereas, when the teeth are dry they
will then open to liberate them. The
purpose of this method is to hopefully
distribute the spores as far as possible
from the parent plant in a convenient
breeze where they will hopefully land in
a suitable place to germinate. Indeed,
many of these spores can travel
numerous miles in the atmosphere and
germinate far away. A little experiment
worth trying can be done here by
watching the peristome open under the
heat of a light source and then close by
using your aforementioned spray
container.

Now we come onto the other main
group of mosses, the pleurocarps. These
are the creeping or prostrate species and

their sporogonia arise on the lateral side
of the shoots and not at the apex. I have
chosen ‘rough-stalked feather-moss’
(Brachythecium rutabulum) as Plate 2.
All mosses should initially be examined
when moist although some do have
particular habits in the drying process as
already mentioned. Anyway, it should
be quite easy to find a specimen of this
common species. So, have a look at a
moist piece of material and you will see
that the leaf is more or less ovate (egg
shaped). You will also see that the
midrib of the leaf does not extend to the
leaf apex unlike the three acrocarps
already discussed. Another feature with
the leaf is that it has pleats (a term
known as plicate) and the margin is
minutely toothed (denticulate). The
bases of the leaf edges have an area of
different shaped cells (called alar cells)
which is a quite a common feature in
many mosses. This is where a
microscope will be useful to see these
features clearly. Now inspect the
underside of any moss specimen. You

should see a series of root-hair like
structures called rhizoids. They are not
actually true roots but are merely there
to secure the plant to the substrate where
it grows. Most bryophytes have the
ability to absorb water over their entire
plant surface. This particular species
(and some others) as previously
mentioned may be considered a pest in
lawns. If the lawn is kept very short then
the moss gets plenty of light giving it an
advantage over the grass in growth. The
result here in my opinion is a good
habitat! Another feature with this
species is that it is mooted to be
nitrophilous (nitrogen-loving, once
again my aforementioned notes!).

Now, before we move onto
liverworts, what are the differences
between the two groups? These
differences are not distinctly clear
especially for the beginner. However,
these few tips should help with your
quest. 1) Most moss species have
spirally arranged leaves around the
shoot with the exception of a few
examples such as the genus, Fissidens.

1. Wall screw-moss (Tortula muralis) grey-cushioned Grimmia
(Grimmia pulvinata) & capillary thread-moss (Bryum capillare).

Photo: John Wells

3. Common liverwort (Marchantia polymorpha subsp. ruderalis)
Photo: John Wells

4. Variable-leaved crestwort (Lophocolea heterophylla)
Photo: June Chatfield

2. Rough-stalked feather-moss (Brachythecium rutabulum)
Photo: John Wells

Beginning the Study of Bryophytes
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However, Fissidens leaves have a midrib
as do most other mosses (one exception
being the genus Hypnum). The fact with
Hypnum is that the leaves are spirally
arranged on the shoot unlike any
liverwort. Also, no leafy liverwort has a
midrib in its leaves. 2) Many liverworts
also have lobed leaves. No mosses show
this feature. 3) The rhizoids of
liverworts are unicellular and normally
colourless, whereas in mosses, rhizoids
are multicellular (septate), branched and
often red-brown in colour. 4) The
sporogonia of liverworts do not contain
green chlorophyll, hence (as per the
aforementioned) are wholly parasitic on
the gametophyte, whereas, in mosses
they do contain chlorophyll during
development as also explained in the
aforementioned text. 5) Most mosses
have a peristome at the apex of the
capsule to control spore liberation
whereas liverworts instead have elaters
which will be explained below. 6) When
a moss spore germinates (but not in
liverworts), this then forms a protonema.
This is an alga like filamentous structure
where the gametophyte plants will
develop from buds produced.

So, let’s now move onto the
liverworts (Marchantiophyta) with about
300 species found in the British Isles.
The first two features we look for is
whether they are thallose (with a ribbon
like gametophyte). Or, are they leafy
where the usual arrangement is leaves
inserted in an opposite (often oblique)
manner on the shoot? Also, is there
another row of smaller underleaves
among the rhizoids?

Plate 3 is of a typical thallose
liverwort called simply, ‘common
liverwort’ (Marchantia polymorpha
subsp. ruderalis). This is one of those
plants that can crop up in flower pots but
also occurs in pavement cracks and
damp corners of buildings especially in
my home area (Ealing). The plant is
dioecious (that is either the whole plant
is male or female). The shown specimen
is a female. Notice the umbrella like
structures which are called
archegoniophores (the female gametes
develop under the umbrella spokes). The
male plant has a similar reproductive
structure called the antheridiophore (but
the gametes instead develop on top of
the spokes). What is not fully
understood, is how the motile male

gametes reach the female sex organ (on
a separate plant) to trigger fertilisation.
One theory is with the aid of mites
creeping around the plants. Once again,
perhaps a little research in this area is
beckoning out there! You will also see
cup like structures on the thallus. These
are called gemma cups, a structure that
produces vegetative reproductive
propagules called gemmae. Gemmae
occur on many species of moss and
liverworts. Indeed, some species almost
entirely reproduce by this method (e.g.
the moss, ‘drumsticks’ (Aulacomnium
androgynum) and the liverwort,
‘crescent-cup liverwort’ (Lunularia
cruciata)) where the latter mentioned is
also another flowerpot candidate!

Plate 4 is of ‘variable-leaved
crestwort’ (Lophocolea heterophylla).
Quite a common species which is often
found at the bases of trees and on rotting
logs. This is a leafy liverwort. Notice
how the terminal leaves on each shoot
are unlobed whereas further down they
are lobed. This species also has the
smaller underleaves mentioned earlier as
is the case with many other leafy
liverworts. You will also see that the
sporogonia does not have the presence
of chlorophyll which is the prevalent
situation in liverworts, not mosses. The
capsules are blackish and when ripe,
they then open (dehisce) by means of
four valves. The mature spores are then
liberated with the aid of elaters (snaky
like structures) which twist as they dry
to help spore distribution. Elaters are
usually loose structures unlike the
peristome of mosses.

Now, just a few words on the
hornworts (Anthocerotophyta). Not a
very common plant with just 4 species
found in the British Isles. The
gametophyte is similar to a thallose
(ribbon like) liverwort but under the
microscope it's much different.
However, unlike liverworts the
sporogonium is horn-like and contains
green chlorophyll during development.
When ripe the structure will split
(dehisce) longitudinally to liberate its
mature spores.

So, why not start a bryophyte
herbarium. Dried specimens can easily
be stored in an envelope/or folded paper
with a note of the date, where found,
growing on what and perhaps a grid
reference. Simply a shoe box in a dry

place is all that is needed to store your
collection. They can easily be
rehydrated for further examination at a
later date. Also, a word of caution.
When taking specimens in the field you
can often (unwittingly) collect more
than one species just with a small
sample of material. That surprise often
happens with me when examining a
specimen back at home, all good fun!

Finally, yes, there are many species
that can be identified in the field with
experience. However, for those serious
bryologists out there equipment is a
must. In addition to the x10 lens and the
spray bottle, you will also need a x20
lens, a binocular (or dissecting)
microscope with the necessary
accessories to carry out such an
operation. Also, a compound
microscope with at least x500
magnification as often cell structure is a
useful guide to species identification
and in some cases a dye is needed to
examine mature spore ornamentation.

To advance your learning skills then
I cannot recommend more The Field
Studies Council (www.field-studies-
council.org) who organise many courses
around the country lead by brilliant
experts. I would also recommend
contacting (and maybe joining) The
British Bryological Society
www.britishbryologicalsociety.org.uk
who have a superb database of updated
information together with regular field
meetings etc. on offer.

Further Reading
Mark Lawley. 2010. Mosses and Liverworts of
Britain and Ireland: A Field Guide. British
Bryological Society (privately published).
Chatfield, June 2008. How to begin the study of
Mosses and Liverworts. London: The British
Naturalist’s Association.
Miller, Ruth 1990. Plant Types: Mosses, Ferns,
Conifers and Flowering Plants. Bk. 2. Oxford:
Nelson Thornes Ltd.
Watson E. V. 1981 (1990 reprint). British Mosses
and Liverworts, third edition. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
I would also recommend visiting
www.opalexplorenature.org where you will find
an excellent guide on orchard mosses. Worth
printing off for use in the field!
For the connoisseur we then have two floras:
Paton, Jean A. 1999. The Liverwort Flora of the
British Isles. Harley Books.
Smith A. J. E. 2004. The Moss Flora of Britain &
Ireland, second edition. Cambridge : Cambridge
University Press

Beginning the Study of Bryophytes
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In 2012 Suffolk Wildlife Trust
purchased Knettishall Heath, a 415 acre
heathland on the eastern edge of the
Brecklands. The Brecks is an area
ranging from south-west Norfolk to
north-west Suffolk, with Thetford in the
south and Fakenham in the north. It is a
landscape of twisted Scots pine trees
and purple heather. It was created by
our Bronze Age ancestors 4000 years
ago, with evidence still visible at Hut
Hill of a burial mound. The open
landscape is a mosaic of habitats which
had changed very little until 20th century
forestry and modern farming methods
transformed large areas of the heath,
allowing trees and scrub to encroach.
This caused the pockets of true
heathland to become fragmented with
very little connectivity between them.

During the last Ice Age, repeated
freezing and thawing of the ground
created a unique mix of sandy and chalk
soil where many species of plant like
dropwort (Filipendula vulgaris),
harebell (Campanula rototundifolia),
and rare spring sedge (Carex
ericetorum) grow. This is now home to
species such as the white admiral
(Limenitis camilla), purple hairstreak
(Neozephyrus quercus) and small heath
(Coenonympha pamphilis) butterflies.

Heathland is of vital importance to
the biodiversity of our country and is a
priority for nature conservation because
it is a rare and threatened habitat. It has
declined dramatically during the last
two centuries, it being estimated there is
only one sixth of lowland heathland
which has survived since the 1800s.

The long- term vision of Suffolk
Wildlife Trust will ensure the high value
habitats are maintained and re-
established to original heathland.
Habitats which range from swathes of
purple heather to wild flower rich
grasslands will be restored.

Grazing
The large open areas at Knettishall are
being grazed by Exmoor ponies, which

are allowed to roam over most areas of
the reserve. Cattle grids and fencing
prevent them from straying off the
reserve, but all internal fencing has been
removed allowing them to cross roads
to different parts of the Heath. As the
ponies move around they graze on
grass, heather and plants considered
dominant giving a chance to other less
dominant but equally important plants
to grow. Species like bracken will be
trampled down during this movement,
which will prevent them from taking
over the area. The ponies have favourite
areas they will feed in and others they
will use as latrines. There are ‘scrapes’
which the ponies love to roll in, and all

the time that they roam their hooves
churn up the ground allowing seed
germination. The ponies are removed
from the Heath for a few weeks over
winter and grazed in a meadow fenced
off from the rest of the Heath. This has
two purposes: it allows the Heath to
recover and grow, and the ponies to be
wormed. They are only treated once a
year and, consequently, the dung
contains spores of the rare nail fungus

(Poronia punctata) which are ingested
during feeding, allowing the fungus to
grow on most of their droppings in the
‘latrine’ areas. This grazing is critical to
the long-term maintenance and
restoration of the open areas of the
Heath which have been lost since the
1940s.

Woodland Management
The lowland wood pasture has grown or
been planted over in the past 50 years.
Although many of the trees here are
only 25 years old, there are still some
mature oak (Quercus Robur) , beech
(Fagus sylvatica) and Scots pine (Pinus
sylvestris) which have considerable
wildlife value.

These woodland areas had
encroached onto heathland areas which
prevented connectivity between heaths.
The felling of woodlands is a highly
sensitive process but a necessary one.
Block conifer plantation has now been
removed and dense woodland thinned
out or removed completely, whilst still
leaving some mature beneficial trees,
but in time the open areas will allow

Knettishall Heath
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Exmoor pony with warning signs for drivers
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Rare nail fungus (Peronia punctata)
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Knettishall Heath – Returning to Heathland
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sunlight through and species of plants to
grow again. This will be in combination
with the roaming of the ponies and the
advantages that natural ground
disturbance creates. Changes to the
habitat structure have been done
gradually to minimise the visual impact,
and it will be ongoing, over a period of
many years.

Access for People
During this restoration period and for
the future, the Heath remains fully open
to the public, as a peaceful place visitors
can enjoy. There are new paths and
trails and improved car park facilities.
Speed restrictions are in place and the
ponies wear reflective collars so they are
seen at night. The ponies have settled in
to the presence of cars, and visitors with
dogs.

Results
* The tree felling project was completed
in spring 2018, and by the summer of
that year the ground disturbance caused
by heavy plant machinery was no longer
visible, with restored heathland growing
where trees used to be.

* Large open rides now provide
transitions between habitats, aiding the
movement of insects and larger animals.

* Areas of bare ground provide valuable
nesting sites for burrowing insects
including solitary bees, and areas of
long, tussocky grass are also of high
importance to invertebrates such as
grasshoppers and spiders.

* Patches of nutrient-rich ground with
open, nectar bearing flowers provide
food for bees, butterflies and other
invertebrates.

* The stream has been cleared creating a
river corridor for water voles,
amphibians, and birds such as jack snipe
(Lymnocryptes minimus) seen in
December 2017.

* Dead wood has been left in place,
providing further habitats for insects
such as the crane fly.

All this maintenance is already
having an effect on the habitats and
species within them. New species are
being recorded and the land is being
managed specifically for them.

Some areas of heath have been
“scraped” meaning the top few
centimetres have been removed
exposing the sandy soil; this will
benefit insects such as nomad bees. One
area which was scraped was a south-
facing bank, this being to encourage
basking animals like lizards, however it
has been taken over by heather bees
(Colletes succinctus) and many bore
holes can be seen with busy insects in
and around them.

The grassland areas are very
productive especially where the grass
grows tall; and sweeping through the
grass will produce grasshoppers,
ladybirds, shield bugs and many other
invertebrates. One tiny fly was
discovered (2016) during a sweep,
namely Chlorops scaleris, which is no
more than 2 mm in length, and is a first
record for Knettishall.

On a different sweep I was lucky
enough to find a wasp spider (Argiope
bruennichi) this also at the time (2016)
being a first record for the reserve, but
it has been seen again since then.

Of the birds on the reserve the
marsh tit (Poecile palustris) is fairly
well distributed. Woodlark (Lullula
arborea) - UK breeding is confined to
the southeast of England – breeds here,
and two new species found recently are
the nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus)

and stone curlew (Burhinus
oedicnemus). These last two species
haven’t bred on the reserve yet; stone
curlew has a stronghold nearby and
nightjar used to breed on the reserve
many years ago. Both are roosting and
feeding on the heath, which gives hope
for future breeding.

Land Management for the Future
The maintenance and land management
of Knettishall Heath will continue with a
periodic control of bracken and scrub,
particular features such as rides and
scrapes will be maintained as necessary,
and a substantial part of the woodland
will be managed on a non-intervention
basis except for essential tree safety
work.

Suffolk Wildlife Trust is committed
to restoring Knettishall Heath back to
heathland and its great diversity of
habitats to support a wide range of
wildlife.
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Knettishall showing newly cleared patches of heath amongst the wood pasture
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Trees are an essential part of any
landscape, clustered in woodlands, in
hedges or as silhouettes on the horizon.
They add much to the pleasing
appearance of a garden, an urban park,
tree-lined street or churchyard. Trees
enhance our lives, they frame a view,
produce oxygen and give shelter from
excessive sun or wind. They absorb
carbon dioxide, help reduce flood risk,
provide fuel and timber. Certain species
furnish us with fruits or nuts and all
support innumerable other species.
There are various estimates of the
number of trees in the UK, but the
overall tree cover is much less than that
of other European countries.

In 2017, the Woodland Trust
championed the importance of trees by
introducing a new ten-point Charter for
Trees, Woods and People1 which
should provide a guide to future UK
policy regarding trees.

Tree cover in the wider countryside
is important and landowners are being
encouraged to retain and enhance green
corridors to build up a vibrant network
of hedges linking copses and woods so
that protected species such as bats can
thrive. Veteran trees are wonderful
habitats for so many species and
recording the location of such trees in
surviving hedges is a useful exercise. In
West Essex the current total is 5,180 all
of which are listed on the Favourite
Tree website for the Epping Forest
District.2

At least 85% of the UK population
now lives within urban locations and
their lives are enhanced if surrounded
by trees. The rise of the popularity of
urban natural history indicates that
many species flourish in towns and
cities and wonderful collections of trees
from across the globe form our urban
forests. In some locations, naturalists
have produced tree trails or more
detailed papers on the collections of
urban trees such as the paper by

Harrington & Lane (2003) on Greater
London as an Arboretum.

As a challenge, do you know how
many tree species occur in your local
area? Where are the oldest native trees
and what do they tell you about the
landscape history? Where are the more
unusual non-natives and where did they
come from?

To help meet the challenges of a
changing climate, retaining or planting
new trees should be encouraged as their
shade helps to cool buildings,
pavements and roads in the summer,
reducing the temperatures during very
warm periods. Vegetated areas help to
intercept rain so reducing the risk of
local flooding. The impact of
increasing vegetation cover to remove
pollutants from the air is being
researched with installation of more
vertical green walls, roadside plantings
and green roofs.3 Creative planting can
also provide focal points and
landmarks, raise property values and
help to develop sense of identity and
pride in a local community. In an ideal
world everyone should wake up to see
a tree as they have such a positive
impact on health and wellbeing. They
are also good for wildlife too! Local
authorities have busy teams of
professional tree officers who are much
involved with such plans.

Special urban trees may be the
subject of a Tree Preservation Order or
a TPO. Trees add much to the
ambience of Conservation Areas and
are carefully tended in many private
gardens.

Trying to put a monetary value on
the environmental, economic and social
benefits of trees is becoming
established as cost benefit analysis
underpins how money is allocated
within local authority budgets. Studies
using the i-Tree toolkit.4 can evaluate
the ecosystem service benefits of
carbon sequestration and air pollutant

removal by trees in urban situations.
Developed in the USA it is used
globally by urban planners. Here in the
UK, it was first used in Torbay in 2011,
then Edinburgh in 2012 and Greater
London in 2015.5 Urban tree cover is
currently being mapped with data for
some areas listed on
www.urbantreecover.org.

Across the country all local
authorities are facing up to the
challenges of accommodating large
housing targets to meet the needs of the
human population. All should consider
the importance of the environment with
a viable green infrastructure providing
local green spaces and more street trees
for the overall benefit of human well-
being and biodiversity enhancement.6
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Trees by the road
Photo: Tricia Moxey

Urban Forests
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During November and December 2017
I was helping at Wentworth Garden
Centre in Wentworth, Rotherham by
running the artificial ice rink. The rink
is situated next to the Courtyard with
seats and tables where the public can
purchase drinks and snacks. This makes
a good vantage point from which to
observe the local bird populations
through the winter months. This is the
fourth year that I have helped in this
way and it has allowed me to make
observations on the jackdaw Corvus
monedula roost, reported in the local
BNA branch newsletter (Rutherford
2016), as well as the passerine
population which consists of robins
Erithacus rubecula, dunnocks Prunella
modularis, blackbirds Turdus merula,
chaffinches Fringilla coelebs and pied
wagtails Motacilla alba. These birds
were attracted to the scraps of food
dropped around the outdoor tables by
customers either deliberately or
accidentally. As the birds foraged there
was very little interaction or threat
display even between individuals of the
same species. I decided in December as
the weather turned colder to help these
birds by putting out a more suitable
food for their requirements in the form
of live mealworms; this change in food
brought about a change in the behaviour
of the pied wagtails which I will
describe here.

Live mealworms were placed in
discreet areas away from the public
sight and left so as to discourage the
jackdaw flock from raiding the entire
cache. Some mealworms were placed
in the open while others were half
hidden below the hedge as well as
behind loose stones and in leaf litter.
This food was patronised by all of the
small birds with only small skirmishes
taking place between individuals of the
same species when one tried to feed too
close to a neighbour; the pied wagtails
however showed much more territorial
assertion between themselves. This
change in behaviour by the pied

wagtails started with members of the
flock chasing one another and calling
before standing on prominent sites such
as a post on the hedge, or the corner of
the roof where I was stationed, and
again calling. Both the males and the
females behaved in this way.

On the second day of feeding
mealworms I noticed that two of the
males had stopped chasing one another
and were having a standoff that started
with them coming face to face and
bowing, then straightening up with
breast feathers fluffed out. After a few

bows one of the males leapt up in the
air followed by the other. The birds
didn’t come to blows but the threat was
obvious; however one of the birds
immediately backed down and flew off
chased by the other which called at the
same time. The chasing bird then
returned to the food and started to feed.
Then another male pied wagtail
approached the feeding area and was
immediately confronted, again by the
now dominant male who went straight
into the bowing and straightening
postures which were mimicked by the

Observations of pied wagtail threat displays

Pied wagtail (Motacilla alba)
Photo: Steven Rutherford
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intruder. The birds then progressed to
leaping up, but this time trying to catch
one another’s feet. When their feet
eventually caught together the dominant
bird pushed the intruder onto his back
and started to scratch at the bird with his
free foot. After they parted the intruder
flew off and the dominant bird stood
and called for a moment before
resuming its feeding. The dominant bird
then continued to defend the feeding
area successfully from all other pied

wagtails, driving them off by flying at
whoever tried to feed there and without
any further threat display. This defence
of territory was effective against all of
the local pied wagtails except for one
female that was ignored. This female
then started to attack other females that
tried to feed at the site while the resident
male would attack any male or female
pied wagtail with the exception of this
dominant female. This behaviour
continued for two days.

On the fourth day of feeding
mealworms one female came to the
feeding area and was confronted by the
dominant male, however this female
instead of flying off started to use the
pose of a begging juvenile by squatting
with quivering wings, open bill and
making a fine trilling sound. This
behaviour can usually be seen in adult
females of many passerines during
courtship, encouraging the male to feed
the female. It seemed that it was used
this time as a submissive posture to the
male. The male ignored the female and
they both started to feed. The dominant
female however then flew at this
interloping female and chased her off
but without the defending male joining
in the chase or calling. This behaviour
by the defending male and the
interloping female continued through
the rest of the time I was feeding
mealworms, with again only the
dominant female chasing the interloper
away.
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Observations of pied wagtail threat displays

Jackdaw (Corvus monedula )
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Robin (Erithacus rubecula)
Photo: Steven Rutherford
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About the reserve
Perivale Wood Local Nature Reserve
('the reserve' henceforth) is owned and
operated by the Selborne Society which
was founded in 1885 to commemorate
the eighteenth century naturalist Gilbert
White of Selborne in Hampshire. The
reserve itself was founded in 1902 and
is the second oldest nature reserve in
the country.

The habitat of the reserve can be
split into five broad categories:
1. 7.3ha of broadleafed woodland. The

majority of large trees are
pedunculate oak (Quercus robur)
but other canopy and sub-canopy
trees such as ash (Fraxinus
excelsior), rowan (Sorbus
aucuparia), crab apple (Malus
sylvestris), field maple (Acer
campestre), wild cherry (Prunus
avium) and wild service (Sorbus
torminalis) occur. The under-story
is dominated by hazel (Corylus
avellana) with hawthorn (Crataegus
monogyna) and holly (Ilex
aquifolium) also common. The field
layer is dominated by bramble
(Rubus fruticosus agg.) and bluebell
(Hyacinthoides non-scripta)

2. 5 ha of pasture land. These have
been managed by grazing with
horses with the occasional hay cut.

3. 2 ha of damp scrub and wetlands.
The only abundant plant species of
the wetland areas is common reed
(Phragmites communis) and a
management regime of keeping the
ponds open by cutting this back is
in place.

4. 2 ha of relatively recently disturbed
land, which has a very different
vegetation from the rest of the
wood.

5. Areas of 'hedges and edges'. Areas
of a rather different structure with
English elm (Ulmus procera), grey
willow (Salix cinerea), elder

From a presentation given during the BNA Natural History Day on 21 July 2018, hosted by the Selborne Society, at
Perivale Wood Local Nature Reserve, Perivale, Middlesex

Butterflies Macromoths Micromoths

Total Lepidoptera Records for Perivale Woods

(Sambucus nigra) and blackthorn
(Prunus spinosa) being common.
The arrival of Dutch elm disease
means that there are no large elms
left, although particularly along the
western edge of the wood there is a
dense belt of elm suckers, covering
all the area previously covered by
large elms, and since their death
extending up to 35 metres into the
oak/hazel woodland.

History of recording at the reserve
There was little recording of
invertebrates in the early days of the
reserve and the first record of a
lepidopteran is of small magpie
(Anania hortulata) in 1961. Figure 1
illustrating the build up of total records
from the reserve illustrates the
recording efforts.

Following a slow build up of
records from casual recording in the
early 1960s a light trap was acquired
and operated through the mid 1960s
and early 1970s by Peter Edwards and
Kevin Roberts resulting in a rapid
increase in (macro) moth species
recorded. From then on until the mid
2000s recording continued at a less
intense level typically with one moth
trapping session a year (mainly

operated by John Hollingdale) and
ongoing casual recording.

In 2004 the author and Andrew
Culshaw who had both recently begun
'mothing' started to survey in the
reserve. Thanks to the generous
assistance of Rachel Terry we were also
able to more actively record the micro-
lepidoptera of the reserve and figure 1
illustrates a large increase in the
numbers of these. Also in 2005 the
author established a butterfly transect to
more formally monitor the butterflies
of the reserve (see below).

A variety of survey methods have
been used including various designs of
light trap, the application of
entomological sugar and the use of
synthetic pheromone lures. The final
technique mentioned, pheromone lures,
has been used to survey for clearwing
moths (Sesiidae) and emperor moth
(Saturnia pavonia) without success
suggesting that these species are either
not present or if they do occur do so
only in low numbers.

Summary of the lepidoptera of the
reserve
At the time of writing a total of 636
species of lepidoptera have been
recorded from the reserve. A thorough

The Lepidoptera of Perivale Wood

Figure 1. Illustrating the build up of total records from the reserve
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account of all these is beyond the scope
of this article but (for records up to
2015) more details can be found in
Howdon (2018).

Scarce lepidoptera
The reserve list contains two Red Data
Book Species toadflax brocade
(Calophasia lunula) and small
ranunculus (Hecatera dysodea). In
practice these are species that are
expanding their populations and can be
relatively common in the area; no
special management approach is needed
for these species.

Four species with National Scarce
category A status have been recorded
from the reserve: Dystebenna stephensi
(recorded on three occasions), Anarsia
innoxiella (recorded on one occasion),
Choristoneura diversana (recorded on
one occasion), and Notocelia
tetragonana (recorded on one occasion
and was the first record for Middlesex).

Nineteen species with National
Scarce category B status have been
recorded from the reserve: Ectoedemia
decentella, Phyllocnistis xenia (which is
discussed under New arrivals below),
Depressaria sordidatella, Pexicopia
malvella, Monochroa palustrellus,
Gelechia senticetella, Scrobipalpa
ocellatella, Recurvaria nanella,
Coleophora solitariella, Endothenia
ustulana, Pammene giganteana,
Satyrium w-album (which is discussed
in the Elm associates section below),
Elegia similella, Euzophera cinerosella,
Hypena rostralis, Euplagia
quadripunctaria (which is discussed
under New arrivals below), Macrochilo

cribrumalis, Conistra rubiginea, and
Agrotis cinerea.

The micro moth Elegia similella is
typically regarded as associated with
mature oak woodland and may be an
indicator of ancient woodland (which
the reserve is).

The record of light feathered rustic
(Agrotis cinerea) is well beyond the
usual range of this species and it is
usually associated with calcareous soil
rather than the clay underlying the
reserve. There is only one record from
1968 which is presumed to be a
wanderer. The specimen's identification
was at the time confirmed by D.S.
Fletcher, Curator of Lepidoptera at the
British Museum (Natural History).
Unfortunately the specimen has been
lost.
Butterfly transects
One method of systematically
recording butterfly (and some day-
flying moth) population trends is a
Butterfly Transect. The transect
approach was established in 1976 and
is detailed in Pollard & Yates 1993. A
transect has been operated in the
reserve since 2005.

Twenty-five species of butterfly
have been recorded on the reserve
transect in the period 2005-2015. The
species recorded (and their population
indicators) are in table 1. Where a
population indicator is given as “Not
calculated” this means that either weeks
where the weather conditions were
inadequate or weeks where transects
were not walked have made it
impossible to calculate a reliable
population index.

A simple log-linear regression of
these indices on a time trend has been
carried out. According to that green-
veined white, small white, and peacock
showed a significant negative trend.
Marbled white showed a significant
positive trend (perhaps unsurprisingly
since the species was not recorded on
the site prior to 2011). Although
obviously with a limited number of
years' data the probability of Type II
errors is quite high and with such a
simple model no strong conclusions
should be drawn from any of this
analysis.

Elm associates
As noted above the reserve, as

elsewhere, has seen a change in the
structure of elm in the wood with the
spread of Dutch elm disease, with large
elms dying and suckering elm taking its
place. In that context it is interesting to
explore a few species associated with
elm.

Perhaps the easiest elm specialist
species to observe on the reserve is
white-letter hairstreak (Satyrium w-
album). The species is not common in
the reserve (with no records in the
period 2012-2015) but a much larger
colony (of which this may be a part)
exists on the neighbouring Horsenden
Hill. Much literature on this species
suggests that its caterpillars feed, at
least initially, on the flowers of elm but
few elms now make it to
flower-producing maturity before
succumbing to Dutch elm disease, and
flowering elms were only rarely
observed in the reserve even when the

Table 1. Butterflies

The Lepidoptera of Perivale Wood
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large elms were still alive. There have
been reports from elsewhere of the
larvae managing to feed on non-
flowering elm suckers although there is
uncertainty over how often this occurs.
As mentioned above, systematic
transect surveying for treetop flying
butterflies like white-letter hairstreak is
not as reliable as for ground level
species but what evidence there is, as
well as subjective impression, is that
the population in the reserve may have
declined but that the one on Horsenden
Hill is possibly expanding. In recent
years working with colleagues from
NatureGuides.com the Selborne
Society has been exploring the
practicality of using a drone to survey
for such canopy flying species.

Lesser-spotted pinion (Cosmia
affinis) is an elm feeding moth which
was recorded in the reserve in 1970. It
has subsequently been reasonably
frequent in the survey period since
2004, being recorded on nine
subsequent occasions. It seems
therefore that this species has not
suffered from the impact of Dutch elm
disease, although its national
distribution does seem to have declined
(Fox et al 2013).

New arrivals
Perhaps partly as a result of its location
in the London conurbation Perivale
Wood has seen several species that are
recent arrivals in the UK.

Tree-lichen beauty (Cryphia algae)
was regarded as purely an immigrant in
the UK but during the 2000s has
become well established in several
areas. The first record from the reserve
was in 2006 and it is now recorded
every year.

Leafmines of Phyllocnistis xenia
were found on poplar on the edge of
one of the meadows in 2013 and have

been noted in several years. This
species has been present in the UK
since mid-1970s slowly expanding its
range from Kent. The adult has not
been recorded in the reserve and
attempts to rear it from the mines have
proved unsuccessful.

The type specimen of Prays
peregrina came from a private garden
less than a mile from the reserve in
2005. There have been scattered records
of it mainly across the London area,
with one finally being recorded from
the reserve in 2016. Its food plant (at
least in the UK) is believed to be rue
(Ruta) which does not occur in the
reserve but may well be planted as an
ornamental garden plant nearby.

The large and distinctive Jersey
tiger (Euplagia quadripunctaria) has
expanded across the London area in
recent years attracting comment from
non-naturalists on social media. It first
occurred near the reserve in 2009 in a
private garden less than a mile away,
but one was not recorded in the reserve

until 2015 with several subsequent
records.

The future
The intention is to continue to survey
the reserve for lepidoptera and there is
now a small team of regular moth
recorders who join the approximately
monthly trapping sessions. New species
continue to be added to the list every
year with 2018 having to date added
scorched carpet (Ligdia adustata) and
olive (Ipimorpha subtusa).
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Leaf mines of Phyllocnistis xenia on
either white or grey poplar

Photo: David Howdon

Jersey tiger Euplagia quadripunctaria
from Perivale Wood

Photo: David Howdon

Small ranunculus Hecatera dysodea. from near-
by Carr Road

Photo: David Howdon

Toadflax brocade Calophasia lunula
from Perivale Wood

Photo: David Howdon

Dystebenna stephensi from
Perivale Wood
Photo: David Howdon

Preys peregrina from
Perivale Wood

Photo: David Howdon
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The gluttonous appetites of a few
common species easily distract from
the fact that many of the approximately
45 different species of slugs known to
occur in Britain actually have little or
no interest in garden plants or crops.
Some feed on algae and lichens, others
prefer fungi, rotting vegetation and
carrion, and a few are even active
predators. While some species actively
avoid areas of human activity, many
others simply get overlooked. It is quite
possible for a suburban garden to be
home to almost a dozen different slug
species, while the resident gardener
believes there to be only one or two.
Several species are rather similar in
appearance and are easily mistaken for
one another, while others are secretive
and can only be spotted late at night or
if they are disturbed in their hiding
places.

Probably the most frequently
encountered slugs are members of the
genus Arion in the family Arionidae. 17
different species of Arion are known to
occur in Britain, which includes four of
the largest resident slug species.
Probably the most common of these
four very similar looking large Arion
species is the native large black slug
(Arion ater) (photo 1). This species
often starts its life an ethereal shade of
ivory and only later takes on its adult
colouration, which - despite its name -
can range from beige to a beautifully
rich jet-black. The large black slug is
still regularly seen in Britain, but in
many parts of continental Europe it has
been outcompeted by the invasive
vulgar slug (Arion vulgaris) from
southern Europe. The vulgar slug has
also been widely recorded in Britain,
but so far seems to be coexisting with

the native species. The vulgar slug is
very similar in appearance to the large
black slug (and also the large red slug
(Arion rufus)), and is nearly as variable
in colour, ranging from pale yellow to
black, but is most often a reddish-
brown, with juveniles sporting
distinctive dark bands. Large black
slugs rock from side to side when
touched, something vulgar slugs never
do. In order to tell the species apart with
absolute certainty, however, dissection
and detailed examination of the
reproductive organs is generally
necessary. The same applies to a
number of the small and medium-sized
Arion species many of which, on
cursory examination, appear very
similar to each other, and can also
superficially resemble juveniles of the
larger species.

Besides sharing most of our tastes as
far as living plant material goes, many
species in the genus Arion are also
partial to foods less appetising to
humans, such as carrion (including dead
conspecifics, as demonstrated by the
individual in photo 2), and even
excrement (particularly that of
carnivores).

Less commonly encountered, but
potentially more destructive especially
in agricultural settings, are the members
of the genus Tandonia in the family
Milacidae, the most common of which
is the Budapest keeled slug (Tandonia
budapestensis) (photo 3). Members of
the genus Tandonia are slender,
medium-sized slugs (reaching a
maximum length of 70 mm) which live
predominantly underground, and as a
result mainly damage root crops such as
potatoes. They are named for the
distinctive ridges running all the way

along their backs. Contrary to the
species in the genus Arion, most of
which only live for one year, it is not
uncommon for members of the genus
Tandonia to live for two or more years.

Even more of a problem to growers
are some of the dainty and rather
innocent looking members of the genus
Deroceras in the family
Agriolimacidae, particularly the netted
field slug (Deroceras reticulatum).
This small species, which reaches a
maximum length of 50 mm, is one of
the most serious plant pests in Europe,
attacking a wide range of plants both
above and below ground. In Britain it
can breed year-round, with each
individual capable of laying up to 700
eggs in a lifetime. Like most slugs, the
netted field slug is a hermaphrodite and
possesses both male and female
reproductive organs. Netted field slugs
can and do mate, but they are able to
self-fertilize if no partner can be found,
so a new population can potentially be
founded by the introduction of just a
single egg. When a netted field slug
encounters a prospective mate, the
often lengthy courtship involves
mutual touching with mouths and
antennae as well as elaborate circling
while touching each other with a
special organ known as the sarcobelum
(photo 4), before a tight yin-yang
position is assumed during which both
individuals’ penes are everted and
sperm transfer takes place (photo 5).

Courtship and mating follows a
similar pattern in many other slugs
species, but the beautiful and
charismatic leopard slug (Limax
maximus) in the family Limacidae,
goes one step further. In this species
the partners follow one another up a

With the arrival of spring, it is not only the much longed-for leaves and flowers that are making a comeback. Hot on their heels
are some of the plants' worst enemies, and they are just as set upon growing and reproducing as quickly as possible, taking
advantage of the lush new growth. Probably the most successful and familiar of these are the almost universally detested slugs.
They are so unpopular that they are not usually considered worthy of a second look, yet under cover of darkness slugs lead
fascinating secret lives, with some species performing spellbinding mating rituals too complicated even for the Kama Sutra.

Joys of Spring
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1. Large black slug (Arion ater)
Photo: John Walters

2. Arion sp. feeding on dead slug
Photo: John Walters

3. Budapest slug (Tandonia budapestensis)
Photo: John Walters

4. Netted field slugs (Deroceras reticulatum) courtship
Photo: John Walters

5. Netted field slugs mating
Photo: John Walters

Joys of Spring
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6. Leopard slugs (Limax maximus)
early courtship

Photo: John Walters

7. Leopard slugs preparation for
mating
Photo: John Walters

8. Leopard slugs mating, early stage
Photo: John Walters

9. Leopard slugs mating,
intermediate stage

Photo: John Walters

10. Leopard slugs mating pair
Photo: John Walters

11. Leopard slugs mating, late stage
Photo: John Walters

12. Green cellar slug (Limacus maculatus)
Photo: John Walters

13. Iberian threeband slug (Ambigolimax valentianus)
Photo: John Walters

14. Orange shelled slug (Testacella scutulum)
Photo: John Walters

15. Orange shelled slug eating an earthworm
Photo: John Walters

Joys of Spring
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tree or a similar vertical structure
(photo 6), where they circle and form a
sturdy rope of mucus up to 40 cm in
length along which they lower
themselves, their bodies wrapped
tightly around each other. Hanging
upside down, they evert (photo 7) and
carefully entwine (photos 8 & 9) their
penes. As in other slugs, these are
always located on the right-hand side
of the animal, just behind the head. As
mating progresses, the penes fan out
and take on a flower-like appearance
(photos 10 & 11). It is at this stage that
sperm transfer takes place. Once
mating is complete, either one partner
drops to the ground while the other
makes its way back up the mucus rope,
often eating it in the process, or both
partners return the way they came. It
appears as if they may be aware of
their distance from the ground,
choosing not to let themselves drop if
they find themselves at too great a
height.

Leopard slugs are unusual in other
ways too: they can live for a number of
years and have been shown to be
capable of some learning and of
developing food preferences, and they
are known to possess a very well
developed homing ability. Like most of
the other members of the family
Limacidae, leopard slugs are
omnivores with a preference for dead
and decaying organic matter, and so do
not usually cause any problems for
gardeners or farmers. On the contrary,
since leopard slugs readily feed on the
egg masses of other slugs and
occasionally even prey on adults, it is
generally beneficial for growers to
have them on their patch.

Another commonly seen member of
the Limacidae is the green cellar slug
(Limacus maculatus) (photo 12), which
often takes up residence in compost
bins where it finds perfect living
conditions, since it, like the Leopard
Slug, has a fondness for dead plant
material and is active only under cover
of darkness.

A relatively recent addition to the
British slug fauna, which was first
recorded surviving outside of
greenhouses about 40 years ago and
has since been spreading quite rapidly
across the country, is the small and -
especially as a juvenile - very

attractively patterned Iberian threeband
slug (Ambigolimax valentianus) (photo
13). Compared to other members of the
Limacidae, the Iberian threeband slug
is somewhat more prone to feeding on
live vegetation, especially in the
absence of other food sources, and has
been known to cause some damage in
greenhouses. Outdoors, it seems to
have a particular fondness for scattered
wild bird seed.

Evolutionarily, slugs are snails
which have lost their shells. While in
most members of the Arionidae the
shell has disappeared almost without a
trace, members of the Milacidae, the
Agriolimacidae and the Limacidae all
still possess a small internal oval shell
plate in their backs. The rather oddly-
shaped members of the family
Testacellidae even possess a tiny
external shell remnant on their rear
ends, and are easily identified by this
feature. There are only four British
species of Testacellidae, all of which
spend their entire lives underground,
and so are rarely encountered. Three of
the species, including the orange
shelled slug (Testacella scutulum)
(photo 14), are pale in colour, while the
fourth species (Testacella maugei) is
greyish-brown. The Testacellidae are
the only British slugs that are
exclusively predatory, feeding on other
invertebrates, particularly earthworms.
They have specially adapted sharp teeth
that allow them to hang on to their
slippery prey even if it tries to

withdraw with some force, as
earthworms are prone to do, and they
are able to overcome and swallow
surprisingly large prey items (photo
15).

Slugs as a group are woefully
understudied, and it seems that their
lack of popular appeal even extends to
the committees responsible for the
distribution of research grants. As a
result, much still remains to be
discovered about many aspects of slug
biology. Fortunately, a recent project
undertaken at Amgueddfa Cymru –
National Museum Wales in Cardiff has
been able to provide many new
insights into the British slug fauna and
has culminated in the production of a
beautiful, illustrated field guide ('Slugs
of Britain and Ireland – identification,
understanding and control').

Hopefully, publications such as this
will help to swell the numbers of those
who appreciate the wonder and
mystery surrounding these intriguing
animals capable of scaling vertical
surfaces without legs, able to survive
losing as much as 80% of their body
weight through dehydration, and which
are managing to thrive in environments
heavily modified by humans and
notoriously unconducive to wildlife
(and what is more, even doing so in
spite of vigorous efforts to eradicate
them).

Dr. Isabella Brey is a biologist who can often be found exploring the Gower Peninsula. This article
was first published in ‘The Bay’ magazine and is reproduced here with permission.

John Walters is an ecologist and artist. Details of his work including a gallery of his artwork can be
found on johnwalters.co.uk

Joys of Spring
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I was kindly invited to visit Northgate
Hall in Warham the former home of
EKR, in Norfolk by the present tenants,
the Vaughan-Jones family. The
background to their family taking on the
house and farm I learned is as follows.
A certain Hubert Groom took over the
tenancy from his uncle Colonel John
Groom at Micklemass in 1918, moving
into the house in 1921. He retired in
1954 and his daughter Beryl’s husband
Edward known as Sam Vaughan-Jones
and their children Oliver and Caroline
moved in in 1957. Sam Vaughan-Jones
died in 1973 at the age of 61, and his
son Oliver and his wife Kirsty took on
the tenancy. They live at the farm now
with their daughter Indie. They farm
approximately 650 acres, which includes
a camper van park, and small livery
stables. It was really enjoyable to be
able to walk in EKR’s footsteps, and
very little has actually changed, in or
outside the house.

Edward Kay Robinson moved to
Norfolk in 1900 from London having
spent 2-3 years there on his return from
India. He was 43 and with him was his
wife Florence Theresa 34, and sons
Julian who was 12, Harry Hesketh 9,
and Warham 10 months, this all being
recorded in the 1901 census return.
Harry Hesketh attended the well-known
Gresham’s School in 1904 and left in
1909. The early schooling of Julian and
young Warham is not known, but there
is no record of them attending
Greasham’s.

Edward’s main income came from
journalism and writing on a freelance
basis. He had retained his links with the
London Globe and was a regular
contributor. It is clear that even before
the days of mass communication he was
able to keep up to date, and send in
regular pieces. We know that the
Robinsons lived at Northgate Hall, in
North Norfolk, now known as Northgate
Farm, a part of the Holkham Hall Estate,
for about ten years. The impression is
that they were very happy there; in fact

it is thought that his wife originally
came from the Kings Lynn region, and
would have had family close by,
although Florence met Edward and got
married to him in India so we assume
her parents were there for a time.

It appears to have been a period of
settling down and getting to know the
local natural history, for Edward was
prolific in his production of nature
books, magazines and related articles
etc. The family were pretty well off at
the time, and had two servants, Mildred
Ruder 18, and Maud Warton 17.

EKR wrote a number of books
during his lifetime, but his activity was
at its most prolific during his stay ay
Northgate Hall. He wrote the following
during this period:

To-Day with Nature 1901
My Nature Notebook 1903
In The King’s Country 1904

The Country Day by Day 1905
The Religion of Nature 1906

This was not a full account of his
writings for that period, for he was
engaged in editing and co-authoring
many other books and publications.

In 1905 Edward created the ‘British
Empire Naturalists Association’; he had
previously produced the first Country-
Side Weekly newspaper, which became
extremely popular. It was the readers of
this paper that called for the setting up of
an organisation such as the BENA.
Through this newspaper Edward was
enabled to sell various items of interest
to a naturalist such as slides, magnifying
glasses, and other apparatus for teachers
to use to encourage the study of natural
history. Clearly the sales of this
newspaper and other enterprising items
were profitable at that time.

Northgate Hall when EK Robinson lived there
Photo: courtesy of Janette Kay Robinson

Northgate Farm, Warham
Photo: Robert Tansey

Oliver Vaughan-Jones in his kitchen, Northgate Farm, Warham
Photo: Robert Tansey

Edward Kay Robinson’s Home in Norfolk
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A regular visitor was Edward’s niece
Grace Norry, she became a very able
assistant to Edward and is entered as
Assistant to the Editor in the 1901
census; there is also a strong possibility
that Rudyard Kipling actually visited
Northgate, since he had Norfolk ties and
was a friend of EKR.

In the present house a small annex to
the main room, used as an office, is
called the reading room. Mr Vaughan
Jones does not know why it is so called
and told me that the window in it was
only added in the 1950s. It no doubt
relates back to EKR’s time but having
no natural light baffles one a little. The
main room was probably the same one
used by EKR as his office, since it has a
wonderful view of the frontage and
main drive to the building.

Of the books written by EKR, The
Country Day by Day, reflects his day to
day observation of the countryside in
Norfolk, and as such I repeat a few
passages here:

October 1905
‘After the touch of north in the wind
yesterday fresh flocks of golden plover
have arrived; their monotonously
plaintive whistles sound from many an
upland field. When they are by
themselves it is easy to draw them, by
mimicking their whistle, in arrowy flight
overhead; but when they congregate
with pewits your whistling is usually
labour wasted. The peewit is the warier
bird; and the golden plover seems to
have learnt that it is wiser not to move
until some peewit utters that long-drawn
“pee-ee”-so different from the rollicking
“pee-a-wit pee-weet” of nesting time

which always serves as a danger signal
for the mixed flock.’

November 1905
‘Because we wander so much less in
winter through dank shrubbery or
sodden coppice we are apt to think that
all small four-footed life spends the
cold months in secret asleep. Not so.
Even in the snow you may trace the
starred track of the squirrel, and the
highways of the rats are trodden plain.
Even in midwinter you may find fresh
dead shrews on the coppice-paths; and
where the drifted snow melts slowly
down the hedgerows you can see how
busily the field mice had tunnelled it.’

December 1905
‘A year may be as good as 1904, when
each season was almost perfect in its
way; or it may be as bad as 1903 when,
if you wished to speak of pleasant
things you dared not mention farming
to the farmer, fruit to the fruit-grower,
sport to the sportsman, or entomology
to the entomologist. Blizzard and
tempest, hailstorm and deluge.
Wrecked hope after hope all through
that dreary twelvemonth.’

January 1905
‘One or two snowdrops have joined the
winter irises and aconites, and
henceforward we shall daily watch the
slow filling of the ranks of the advance
guard of the great army of bulbs which
will blaze by battalions in our spring
flowers-beds.’

February 1905
‘A sign of the times is the dapper pied
wagtail by the sides of streams or
ponds near which he nested last year.

Bright and businesslike he looks, as he
flits his tail and dips his head to the
margin of the water, suggesting a busy,
white-aproned “dish washer”, as he is
called in many country parts. Cheery,
too, is his quick cry, “Tizit, tizit”,
reminding one of the family call of the
swallows, when they were sunning
themselves on the gables before their
autumn flight.’

March 1905
‘This annual resurrection, as it seems,
of the toad illustrates well the
perfection of the hibernating instinct-
that myriads of cold blooded creatures,
which simultaneously disappeared on a
chilly night in autumn, should so nicely
gauge the temperature as
simultaneously to reappear on a mild
evening in the following spring,
absorbed with a passionate longing to
find the water where they were born,
there to conduct their domestic affairs
and string the water plants with
winding necklaces of jelly eggs.’

Edward Kay Robinson had a clear
understanding of all aspects of the
countryside, and its workings; his
intimate knowledge of wild life, and
how to interact with nature is a
wonderful testimony to this man, the
man who formed the British Naturalists
Association.
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E K Robinson with a bald-headed blackbird
Photo: courtesy of Janette Kay Robinson

E K Robinson walking up the drive with the children's nanny
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First a brief introduction to lichens
Fossils from 400 million years ago
prove that lichens have been in
existence for a very long time. They
are highly successful organisms and
provide a fascinating, rewarding
although sometimes bewildering topic
for study.

They are an association between a
fungus and at least one photobiont (an
alga, a cyanobacterium or sometimes
both) that provides the sugar, through
photosynthesis, that is necessary for
the lichen’s survival. Over time they
have evolved to colonise a vast variety
of substrates and in Great Britain there
are around 2,000 described taxa.
Every species of lichen involves a

different fungus but there are only a
few photobionts. Until 2016 it was
thought that these were the only
partners in the association, however a
yeast has now been shown to have
been associated with a wide variety of
lichens (Spribille et al. 2016).

One often-quoted answer to the
question ‘what is a lichen?’ is
‘something that is studied by a
lichenologist’. This reply is well-
founded. There is a grey area between
lichens and non-lichenized fungi
containing organisms which are only
tenuously associated with a
photosynthetic partner in which the
mode of nutrition is unknown. Such
organisms often exhibit a similar mode

of growth to lichens and lichenologists
are the most likely people to come
across them. Lichenicolous fungi are
also studied by lichenologists and all the
types of fungi mentioned in this
paragraph have been given British
Lichen Society numbers. Lichenicolous
fungi are fungi that are parasitic on
lichens and there has been a recent
growth in our understanding of them
with a surge of new records for Great
Britain.

Some of the more common forms of
lichen

Foliose (See Photographs 1 and 2)
Generally foliose lichens are recognised
by their leaf-like lobes. Anatomically
the lobes are divided roughly into layers
with a layer of compacted fungal hyphae
on the top surface which is the upper
cortex. Directly underneath the upper
cortex there is a layer of scattered algal
cells and then a layer of loose fungal
hyphae called the medulla. In foliose
lichens there is also a lower cortex
constructed of compacted hyphae. (See
Micrographs 1, 2, 3 and 4) They are
usually attached to the substrate by
rhizines which are root-like structures
on the underside of the lobes although in
a few genera there is a single central
holdfast.

Crustose (See Photographs 3 and 4)
These are flat on the substrate and very
difficult to remove as there is no lower
cortex and the fungal hyphae intertwine
with bark cells in the case of corticolous
lichens or with grains of rock in the case
of saxicolous lichens.

Fruticose (See Photograph 5)
These are also sometimes known as
shrubby or beard lichens. A slice or
cross-section taken from a fruticose
lichen shows that they have a central core.

Leprose (See Micrograph 5)
These lichens are composed entirely of

The Diverse World of Lichens

Micrograph 4 (x 1000 oil immersion) shows
fungal hyphae in the medulla where the lumina
(cavities) within the fungal cells have taken up

the ink.
Photo: Paula Shipway

Micrograph 1 (x 400) shows a section through a
lobe of Xanthoria elegans that has been mounted

in water and shows the internal layers.
Photo: Paula Shipway

Micrograph 2 shows the same section as
micrograph 1 mounted in a weak solution of

potassium hydroxide (KOH) and demonstrates the
colour change on contact with the chemical

compounds in the upper cortex.
Photo: Paula Shipway

Micrograph 3 shows the section when it has
been stained with Parker blue black ink.

Photo: Paula Shipway
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little bundles of fungal hyphae
intermixed with algal cells.

Pin Lichens (See Micrographs 6 and
7)
The so-called pin lichens produce
spores in stalked apothecia and are
always rewarding to find during a
survey. As with other lichens they
have specific habitats, for example
Stenocybe septata is mainly found on
holly trunks in old woodlands.

Reproduction
One reason for lichens being so
successful is that they have several
different reproductive strategies. Most

3. Arthonia radiata in the centre of the picture. Photographed at the
Chairborough Local Nature Reserve, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire.

This species helps to demonstrate rapid colonisation as there were very few
records in the Home Counties before 2000 but it is now one of the most

frequently recorded lichens during surveys.
Photo: Paula Shipway

4. Rinodina aspersa photographed in Bradenham, Buckinghamshire. This
lichen is more usually recorded on the coast with one of its main sites being
the shingle at Dungeness. It is evaluated as NT (Near Threatened) and there-

fore of conservation concern.
Photo: Paula Shipway

5. Usnea subfloridana photographed in Penn Wood Buckinghamshire.
Photo: Paula Shipway

1. Parmotrema perlatum with its distinct leaf-like lobes. Photographed at Millhoppers
Nature Reserve near Tring in Hertfordshire.

Photo: Paula Shipway

2. Xanthoria elegans is less obviously foliose and lies flatter on the
substrate. Photographed on the A41 footbridge at Tring.

Photo: Paula Shipway

The Diverse World of Lichens
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of the fungal partners are ascomycetes
and therefore reproduce sexually
through the development of ascospores
within asci in fruiting bodies.
Lecanorine (jam tart) fruiting bodies
are visible in the centre of photograph 2
and irregular shaped arthonioid fruiting
bodies are visible in photograph 3. The
ascospores mature and disperse but
need to meet up with the correct
photobiont before a new lichen can be
established. Other lichens produce
enclosed flask-shaped fruiting bodies
called perithecia with a small hole in
the ‘lid’ for the spores to disperse,
while in other genera the fruiting
bodies are elongated and are
reminiscent of ancient script.

Another reproductive method is
through the dispersal of ‘ready-made’
bundles of fungal hyphae with a few
algal cells. These little bundles called
soredia are visible in micrograph 5 and
will colonise the substrate below the
lichen in the run-off zone following
rainfall. They are also readily
transported by the wind or on birds’
feet.

Diverse habitats
Along with the many different forms of
lichens and reproductive strategies it is
not surprising that they have evolved to
thrive in a huge range of different
habitats. A stroll round a churchyard
will help to demonstrate this with
different communities on different
types of stone memorial. Limestone
memorials have more brightly coloured
yellow, orange and white species while
sandstone memorials are home to the
more sombre species. It is interesting to
note that areas of stone under lead
lettering are often cleared of lichens

while some specialist metallophyte
species thrive in areas polluted by lead
run-off. The north side of church
buildings provides another habitat with
very little direct sunlight and there are
species that prefer to be tucked away in
crevices close to the ground where
conditions are more humid.

A community of lichens that grew on
ancient trees before the sulphur dioxide
pollution of the last century is still found
on such trees in unpolluted districts.
Veteran trees in the formerly more
polluted regions may support some of
these lichens as relict communities.
Mature (but not veteran) trees in the
formerly polluted regions are affected by
a toxic legacy and in general their trunks
support few lichens due to the high
acidity levels that have contaminated the
bark. Younger trees that have escaped
this pollution are being colonised by a
large number of lichens, including a few
‘old woodland’ species.

In recent decades there has been a
rapid change in atmospheric conditions
with nitrogen pollution now being
prevalent in lowland Britain and being

responsible for the rapid colonisation of
the yellow lobed Xanthoria parietina
and the grey Physcia species on hedges
and trees. There are species though that
prefer acidic conditions and some of
these were very common a few decades
ago but are now disappearing.

It is perhaps not surprising that
lichens are found in churchyards and
woodlands, however there are also
plenty of other more unusual places
where lichens can be found. It is
expected that the number of foliicolous.
species (those growing on leaves) will
continue to increase as already
confirmed by the arrival of Phylloblasia
cf. bielczykiae on holly leaves in early
2017. Other habitats include heathland,
old rabbit droppings, cars, chalk
pebbles, plastic bollards, intertidal rocks
and even dead fish!
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Micrograph 5 (x 50) Lepraria incana.
Micrograph of a specimen in Gubblecote

Hertfordshire.
Photo: Paula Shipway

Micrograph 6 Stenocybe septata from a
specimen in Borrowdale Cumbria showing a
section through a ‘pin’ and the ascospores that

have developed within the apothecia.
Photo: Paula Shipway

Micrograph 7 (x 600) Stenocybe septata
ascospores.

Photo: Paula Shipway
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pastimes is somewhat limited. Over
the years, I’ve had to replace my
active pastimes with less active
ones, and, latterly, with pastimes
requiring almost no activity at all.
This could have been quite a
challenge, but it wasn’t. It was easy.
In fact, I didn’t have to go looking
for the answer; the answer found
me. It was under my nose, just
waiting to be discovered. The
answer was a window, my window,
the window at the bottom of my bed.

The window stretches almost all
the way from floor to ceiling, and is
an impressive two metres wide, but
the most striking feature of the
window is that it comprises just one
continuous pane of glass. There are
no panels or divisions, no latches,
locks or fitments, just uninterrupted
glass from top to bottom, with
nothing to hinder the view.

For the past ten years, I’ve been
keeping a detailed diary, a written
record of the wildlife visiting our
garden, and of their activities there
and in the wood. I’ve recorded
details of countless fascinating,
exciting, comical and often heart-
warming incidents, all seen through

My name is Rosie. I live with my
husband, Jimmie, in a house beside a
beautiful wood: so close, in fact, the
wood begins where our garden ends.
This mixed, broadleaved woodland
is home to a rich variety of wildlife.
There are roe deer, foxes, hedgehogs
and bats, and an assortment of both
woodland and garden birds. Most
important of all, though, there is a
healthy, thriving population of red
squirrels living in the wood.
Together with all the other woodland
wildlife, the squirrels provide the
most marvellous entertainment,
morning, noon and evening: watched
and enjoyed in all seasons and all
weathers, through the window at the
bottom of my bed.

Jimmie and I have devoted the
past seventeen years of our lives to
the conservation of the woodland
wildlife, especially the red squirrels.
In Britain, red squirrels are an
endangered species. Their existence
is balanced on a knife edge. Even
something as innocuous as a harsh
winter could do serious damage to
numbers, wiping out smaller
populations, or those clinging to
territories shared by more successful
competitors, such as grey squirrels.
We discovered the plight of the red
squirrel about a year after we moved
into our house, and, shortly after
that, we made a pledge to do
everything within our powers to
support and protect the red squirrels
living in the wood. We started
supplementary feeding, providing
peanuts, hazelnuts and sunflower
seeds to help the squirrels through
the tough times, when natural food
was in short supply.

I have lived with multiple
sclerosis for over twenty years, and
in that time, the disease has wreaked
havoc on me, leaving me severely
disabled, with almost no useful
movement from the neck down.
Being so disabled, my choice of

the window at the bottom of my
bed. My wildlife diary holds a
wealth of stories, and grows richer
by the day, as more stories are
added. These real-life dramas are
happening in full view, on the
ground, in the treetops, even high in
the air, seen clearly through the
window known to everyone as
Rosie’s Window.

It was Jimmie’s idea, and it
sounded like an excellent idea, one
which could work very well indeed.
Talking it over, we decided the right
thing to do would be to purchase a
small, manageable part of the wood:
essentially, the north east corner,
around our house and garden. The
plan was to create a peaceful,
secluded area, protected from the
main part of the wood by a fence
around the perimeter. By creating
this peaceful, secluded area, away
from the hustle and bustle of the
wood, away from dog walkers and
their dogs, we hoped it would
become a haven for the woodland
wildlife, especially the red squirrels.
It would be a refuge, a place of
safety, a sanctuary.

From these humble beginnings
came our wee wildlife sanctuary,
which, alongside our supplementary
feeding, has safeguarded the lives of
countless red squirrels. It has
increased numbers, swelling the
local population, and helping to
maintain the wood as a stronghold
for red squirrels in the area. This has
brought us pleasures and treasures
untold, changing our lives forever,
in the most amazing and exciting
ways.

At the beginning of summer,
2006, Jimmie decided to buy a new
camera. It was one of the best
decisions he’s ever made. It was a
few years after we started feeding
and protecting the red squirrels in
the wood, after we put up the first
feeders on the garden fence, and

Squirrels by the Window

Red squirrel showing its bushy tail
Photo: Jimmie Reid
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he’d been longing to start taking
photos of the squirrels for quite
some time. Jimmie is a talented
photographer, but he’s very modest
and shies away from praise,
claiming that his inexpensive camera
does all the hard work for him. I
couldn’t disagree more; there is
tremendous skill involved in wildlife
photography, not to mention endless
patience and lightning reactions.

Jimmie started taking photos of
the wildlife as soon as his new
camera was delivered and its
batteries had been charged. He sat
beside the open bedroom window
for hours on end, taking photos of
red squirrels feeding on the peanuts
and hazelnuts he’d scattered across
the deck for this purpose. Once the
squirrels’ initial wariness and
suspicion had dissipated, most of
them were happy enough to crouch
on the deck while they nibbled their
nuts, allowing Jimmie to take some
amazingly detailed, close up photos.
These photos were beautiful works
of art in their own right, but they
were also valuable works of
reference because they provided the
first opportunity we’d ever had to
see the squirrels at close range. This
was the first time I’d seen the
squirrels’ beautiful faces, with their
sweet, rounded snouts, their huge,
dark brown eyes and their
enormously long whiskers: features
I’d never seen before.

I saw the squirrels’ ears in detail
for the first time when Jimmie
started taking photos with his new
camera, and was fascinated by their
delightful, fluffy ear tufts. In my
opinion, these little tufts of hair,
sticking up beyond the tips of their
ears, are one of red squirrels’ most
charming features, followed closely
by their beautiful, feathery tails.
Jimmie’s photos showed surprising
variation in the squirrels’ ear tufts,
noticeable differences in their
length, thickness and colour. Some
of them were thin and wispy, like
fine, artists’ paint brushes, whereas
others were so full and bushy they
would have put even the most
generously bristled shaving brush to
shame.

There’s very little natural food

available for the squirrels during the
winter. Once the autumn feast has
been eaten, and their winter stashes
have been raided, the squirrels need
our feeders more than ever. We
discovered this fairly soon after the
squirrels appeared in our garden for
the first time, when winter arrived
and the temperature plummeted, and
more and more squirrels came
flocking to our feeders. It’s
important for all the wildlife to keep
warm during the winter, but even
more so for small animals, such as
red squirrels, because small animals
lose heat from their bodies at a faster
rate than larger animals do.

No one knows for certain why
red squirrels have little tufts of hair
at the tips of their ears, but they are
known to play an important role in
temperature regulation. Air is
trapped between the hairs, acting as
insulation, cutting down heat loss
from the tips of the squirrels’ ears.
In winter, I’ve seen squirrels holding
their ears at an angle, sloping
inwards, so their ear tufts come
together and intertwine. This acts
like a woolly hat, helping to keep the
squirrels warm by reducing heat loss
from the top of their heads.

Red squirrels’ tails are one of
their most endearing features, along
with their delightful ear tufts, of
course. Full and bushy, they have
long, wispy hairs which move
gracefully with their tails, swishing
gently from side to side or flicking
fitfully, in short bursts, when the
squirrels are angry or frightened. As
with the squirrels’ coats, there is
wide variation in tail colour from
squirrel to squirrel. I’ve seen tails
ranging from the palest blond to
dark chocolate brown, though,
generally, the tails I’ve seen have
been somewhere between the two: in
shades of caramel, cinnamon,
terracotta, or chestnut brown. More
commonly, red squirrels’ tails have
an attractive mixture of colours, in a
random scattering from root to tip.
When the squirrels crouch on the
lawn, on the bird table, or even on
the branches of trees, they almost
always curl their tails upwards,
following the contours of their
backs, shoulders and necks. Seen

from the side, their curled tails form
the letter S, with the tip flipped
back, away from their heads.

Their figure-hugging tails are
also vitally important for
temperature regulation, helping to
keep the squirrels warm in winter by
acting like thick, woolly scarves.
The long and wispy tail hairs trap air
between them, and between the tail
and the squirrel’s back: that all-
important trapped air providing
effective insulation against the cold.
When temperatures are very low, I
see the squirrels curling their tails
into a C shape, with the ends flipped
forwards over their heads. Like this,
their tails act as warm, woolly
scarves and hats rolled into one. And
on those miserable, dreich and
dreary days, seen all too often in
autumn and winter, the squirrels can
be seen huddled in this position in
the pouring rain, using their tails as
convenient and surprisingly
effective umbrellas.

Normally, squirrels don’t venture
out of their dreys in extremely cold
weather because small animals, like
red squirrels, lose too much heat
from their bodies if they go foraging
for food in freezing temperatures.
They use more energy keeping
warm than they could gain by eating
any food they might find. Therefore,
when it’s extremely cold outside,
they stay inside, keeping warm by
wrapping their tails around
themselves like cosy, feather filled
duvets. All they can do then is
snooze, and hope the following day
will be milder.

I remember being wide-eyed with
surprise and delight when I saw the
squirrels’ front paws for the first
time. The owner, a handsome red
squirrel, was staring back at me
from one of Jimmie’s photos. It was
perching on top of a fence post, with
its tail curled up its back, and it was
clutching a large peanut in its front
paws. There was a distinct air of
triumph about its expression. I could
tell it was feeling very pleased with
itself, having wrestled the peanut
from one of the bird feeders hanging
on the fence below. It was going to
enjoy this peanut very much indeed.
I studied the photo carefully, and, to

Squirrels by the Window
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my amazement, I discovered that the
squirrel’s paws looked almost
exactly like tiny human hands,
complete with minute fingers and
knuckles.

Although the similarities were
striking, there were one or two
obvious differences. For example,
the squirrel’s fingers ended with
long, sharp claws instead of
fingernails, and, bizarrely, the
squirrel didn’t have any thumbs. A
hasty look at other photos revealed
that exactly the same thing applied
to all the squirrels Jimmie had
photographed: none of them had
thumbs. Since then, I’ve discovered
that red squirrels have short,
knobbly stumps instead of thumbs,
which, although not ideal, do allow
them to grasp and hold, and
manipulate small items, such as nuts
and seeds. Incredibly, despite their
lack of thumbs, red squirrels are able
to carry out complex tasks requiring
excellent manual dexterity. These
deceptively simple, straightforward
tasks are tackled by the squirrels
with great enthusiasm, speed and
skill, despite the absence of thumbs.

I was surprised when I realised
that red squirrels’ claws are almost
as long as their fingers, much longer
than I’d expected. However, I could
understand why the claws on all

their paws need to be so long: to
allow them to scramble up and down
tree trunks speedily and agilely, and
scamper along branches high in the
treetops, safely and confidently,
without slipping and falling. In fact,
red squirrels’ claws keep them safe
in a number of situations,
throughout a lifetime lived mainly in
the trees. They also provide the
squirrels with a useful set of utensils
to tackle the day-to-day necessities
of life: digging, scooping,
scratching, prising and
manipulating. These important tasks
are made possible due to the length,
strength, shape and sharpness of the
squirrels’ claws, a convenient, well-
stocked toolbox, carried with them
wherever they go.

As the squirrels’ confidence
grew, they started to spend more
time on the deck, eating peanuts and
hazelnuts from the piles Jimmie
placed at random across the wooden
boards. Crouching on the deck, the
squirrels were never more than two
metres from the bedroom window,
which made it possible to see them
and hear them at extremely close
range. This led to several fascinating
discoveries, one of which involved
hazelnuts, arguably red squirrels’
favourite food, over and above all
others.

I noticed the squirrels picking up
hazelnuts and turning them round
and round in their paws, as if
examining them, before holding
them up to their mouths to start
gnawing through the shells. I
wondered what the squirrels were

doing, and so did Jimmie; indeed,
we discussed it many times, though
neither of us could come up with a
plausible explanation. It had the
appearance of something important
because all the squirrels did it, and
not half-heartedly either. They
seemed to attach great importance to
the task, and showed due diligence
when doing what needed to be done.
It made no sense to me, but the
squirrels seemed to know what it
was all about.

I discovered later that red
squirrels are intelligent enough to be
able to distinguish between nuts
which are fresh and nuts which are
old and stale, by weighing them in
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Hanging upside down at the bird feeder
Photo: Jimmie Reid

Holding a hazelnut
Photo: Jimmie Reid

Squirrel showing its long ear tufts
Photo: Jimmie Reid

Feeding in the safety of a tree
Photo: Jimmie Reid
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their paws before gnawing through
their shells. Fresh nuts are moist,
whereas stale nuts have dried out
and gone rancid inside their shells.
As a result, fresh nuts weigh more
than stale nuts. The squirrels judge
the weight of nuts in their paws
when they pick them up, and reject
any which weigh less than they
should. By doing this, they don’t
waste time, effort and energy
gnawing through the shells of nuts
which are not fit to eat.

Those early weeks and months of
squirrel-watching were characterised
by discoveries such as this: amazing,
exciting, fascinating discoveries.
Perhaps the most important of all
these discoveries was made by the
squirrels themselves. This was, of
course, the discovery of peanuts in
the three bird feeders hanging on our
garden fence. This discovery
triggered everything else, a cascade
of events, which led, ultimately, to
us creating our wildlife sanctuary:
something which was to change our
lives, and those of the squirrels, in
ways I could never have imagined.

I couldn’t help chuckling with
amazement the first time I saw a red
squirrel hanging upside down beside
one of these bird feeders. It was
clinging to the fence with its hind
paws and using its front paws to take
peanuts from the feeder, eating them
there and then, still hanging upside
down. It wasn’t perturbed by eating
upside down, not at all. In fact, I
watched it guzzling peanut after
peanut. To my surprise, the squirrel
peeled every peanut before eating it,
removing the brown, papery skin
with astonishing speed and
dexterity. It was remarkable how
quickly its teeth and nimble fingers
manipulated the peanut, and in no
time at all, it was spitting out the
unpalatable skin. I saw it floating
down to the ground, caught on the
gentle, almost imperceptible breeze.
I don’t blame the squirrel for
wanting to remove the unpleasant,
bitter-tasting skin from the peanuts. I
don’t like it either!

Seeing the squirrel hanging
upside down on the fence intrigued
me. It intrigued Jimmie too, when he
spotted a squirrel doing exactly the

same thing a few days later. Neither
of us could work out how the
squirrels were able to do this. There
was something odd about the way in
which they were clinging to the wire
mesh fence panel with their hind
feet. It looked awkward, wrong
even, as though their feet were back
to front. These squirrels were the
first to discover the feeders hanging
on our fence, but they weren’t the
only ones to do so. Soon, there was
a steady stream of squirrels visiting
the garden day after day, as more
and more of them discovered the
feeders and learned how to remove
the peanuts while hanging upside
down.

It wasn’t until Jimmie bought his
new camera and took a series of
close up photos, one afternoon, that
we discovered how the squirrels
were able to cling to the fence with
their hind paws, leaving their front
paws free to take peanuts from the
feeders. The photos showed quite
clearly that red squirrels are able to
rotate their ankle joints by a hundred
and eighty degrees. Therefore, their
hind paws, which should have been
facing away from the fence, were
facing towards the fence, allowing
them to cling to the wire mesh with
their toes. These, like their fingers,
are exceptionally long and
exceptionally strong, helping the
squirrels to cling tightly to the wires.

The squirrels’ ability to rotate
their ankle joints in this way allows
them to creep headfirst down tree
trunks and sloping branches: a very
useful talent. This in turn allows
them to perform endless acrobatics
in the treetops, giving them the
flexibility to move at speed in
virtually any direction. This
versatility and manoeuvrability is
vitally important for their safety, not
just to guide their feet as they travel
through the treetops, but to aid a
speedy escape from predators,
should the need arise.

The squirrels’ ability to hang
upside down from branches comes
in handy when they are foraging in
the treetops, gathering conifer cones,
elder berries, beech nuts and
sycamore seeds, for example. Even
the most awkward clusters dangling

below the branch are within
reasonably easy reach when the
squirrels can also dangle upside
down below the branch. With their
hind paws anchored firmly to the
branch, their front paws are free to
pick the cones, berries, nuts, or
seeds dangling nearby.

I’d like to stress that I’m not an
expert on the subject of red
squirrels. I’ve never claimed to be
an expert, and never will. There are
people far better qualified and more
experienced than I am, with a much
stronger claim to the title. Our
knowledgeable, squirrel-minded
friend, employed by Scottish
Wildlife Trust to know almost all
there is to know about red squirrels,
has proved invaluable from the
beginning. His excellent
explanations and informative
conversations have helped me to
understand the squirrels’ behaviour,
as seen through the window at the
bottom of my bed. No! I’m not an
expert. I’m just lucky, that’s all,
lucky enough to have lived for
many years beside a beautiful
wood, with a thriving population of
red squirrels living on our doorstep.
Over the years, the squirrels have
fascinated, astonished, entertained
and educated me, time and time
again. It’s been a privilege to share
our garden with these remarkable
little animals, a pleasure beyond
measure.

www.red-squirrels.co.uk
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Hanging upside down in a tree
Photo: Jimmie Reid
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This is a true story.
Perhaps it will make you realise that
guardian angels exist and take care of
more than just people.

It was Wednesday, 4th August 2004.
The country lane was narrow, the night
was dark, hot and humid. There was a
bang, followed by the sound of a car
stopping, doors opening and closing and
the vehicle driving off.

The next vehicle to come along was
a young learner motorcyclist who pulled
up as his headlight revealed the fox
corpse on the narrow country lane. The
next passing car would almost certainly
reduce it to a bloody mess. Reluctant to
touch it, he knocked on the door of the
nearest dwelling, asking to borrow a
shovel. Although nobody knew it at the
time, good fortune had kicked in.

The cottage occupant turned out to
be not just fox-friendly but a supporter
of the National Fox Welfare Society. He
came out to look, and discovered that
the young vixen was still alive -- just.
Only the eyes moved. He rang Martin of
NFWS who offered a 24-hour service.

At the other end of the country,
Martin scanned his computer for the
nearest volunteer rescuer. It was 11:30 at
night. Who would desert their bed to
attend an almost certainly hopeless
traffic accident? Luck again. Up came
my name – known to spend much of the
night “playing with foxes.” He dialled
my number. I happened to be in the
kitchen with tame fox Cropper, having
just returned from a walk.

Martin provided the name and
number of the man reporting the
casualty. I phoned to get precise
directions, and warned that it would take
me at least 20 minutes to drive there. He
promised to wait.

The directions were perfect. The
motor bike’s hazard warning lights were
guarding the dreadfully still bundle of
fur on the road as I pulled up in front.
She hadn’t moved in the last hour.

“Have you got gloves?” asked the
cottage occupant.

“Yes, but I’m not going to use
them,” I responded. This little fox was
in too much trouble to have a go at me.
I lifted her gently into a transport cage,
and we were on our way home. Nothing
could be done that night, but I could
keep the patient safe and quiet until the
morning. If she lived that long. There
was no sign of external injuries, but
what might have happened internally?

Being transported in a vehicle is
stressful. When we reached home she
appeared dead. Touching her through
the mesh of the transport cage produced
no reaction. I picked up the cage and
there came a soft mew. She was still
alive!

My alarm woke me at a (for me)
disgustingly early hour. Bleary-eyed I
phoned Sandra of The Fox Project (a
local wildlife rescue organisation) and
arranged to meet her Wildlife
Ambulance with Clover – as I had
christened the patient. I dressed and,
half-expecting my efforts to have been
in vain, went to Clover. Bright eyes
watched me, the head turning. Clearly
things had improved overnight.

Undoubtedly Clover had received
one hell of a wallop -- possibly from a
car number plate. But no bones were
broken, and a dose of swelling reducing
agent improved her mobility. She
started to take food – laced with
medication. By Saturday it was felt that
she would benefit from more space, and
Trevor of The Fox Project returned her
to me. A moment’s hesitation, then she
jumped out of the transport cage to
inspect the larger pen. This, from an
animal that, three days earlier, couldn’t
move.

The following day she was “fence
pacing”, and climbing the mesh of the
pen – anxious to get back out in the big
wide world. If there was no escape, at
least the exercise would help her
bruised muscles. But before release she
had to complete an antibiotic course. I
would return her the following night.

Monday, 9th August, 10:00 p.m. in
the garden of the NFWS supporter, he
and I set down the transport box on the
feeding site for ‘his’ foxes. Clover was
reluctant to leave it. She wasn’t nervous.
She looked up at her human benefactors
and sniffed my fist. It was as if she was
reluctant to part from friends. We had to
be unkind and tip her out gently, when
she hurried into familiar cover, soon to
join her friends and family.

Maybe you’ve noticed no names or
locations in this account. The reason
being that Clover’s luck would have to
continue, for her home territory
contained both a Hunt and people who
delight in shooting foxes. If the NFWS
supporter was known to have an interest
in a particular fox it might be
deliberately targeted, the corpse placed
on his car bonnet for him to find.

Now look at the things which had to
happen when they did to save that
vixen’s life.

1. The motor cyclist had to arrive
and want to clear the road.

2. He had to be squeamish about
touching a corpse.

3. He had to ask for a shovel from a
man interested in foxes.

4. That man had to belong to the
NFWS.

5. Martin had to have my telephone
number.

6. When he telephoned me I had to
be in and available to attend.

7. I had to be involved with ‘The
Fox project’.

Still don’t believe in guardian
angels?

Organisations cited in this article

The National Fox Welfare Society,
195 Highnam Road, Rushden, Northants NN10
6DS www.nfws.org.uk

The Fox Project (registered charity no. 1044928),
Broadwater Forest Wildlife Hospital, Fairview
Lane, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN3 9LU
www.foxproject.org.uk

One Lucky Vixen
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The Immortal Yew (2018) by Tony Hall. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. ISBN
978-1-84246-658-2. 213pp. Hardback. £25.00.

Shorebirds in Action. An Introduction to Waders & Their Behaviour (2017) by
Richard Chandler. Whittles Publishing. ISBN 978-1-84995-355-9. 256pp.
Paperback. £21.95.

The annual influx of overwintering waders to our estuaries is one of the wildlife
spectacles in Britain, and draws naturalists to the coast. Richard Chandler is a
Northampton-based author and wildlife-photographer, a specialist on waders,
known for his photo ID books 'Field Guide to North Atlantic Shorebirds' and
'Shorebirds of the Northern Hemisphere'.

This book does not set out to be an ID guide, instead the author uses his striking
photographs to illustrate behaviour and demonstrates group connections among
species. Even so this attractive book contains colour photographs of 180 shorebird
species.

The first chapter acts as an introduction to the taxonomic groups. In other chapters seasonal plumage features as one aspect of
adaptation with change by moulting with age and breeding status. The author's pictures display a fascinating feature of shore
waders feeding, - bill flexing!

In preening the pictures display the fascinating distinction between direct (wing remains normally folded) and indirect (over
lowered wing) scratching the head with the foot with different groups of wader species.

Equally interesting chapters on flocking behaviour, territorial behaviour with breeding and wader migration are full of
insights such as which species groups are serial polyandrists.

The text and pictures have about the same space, which is excellent for the pictures work as hard as the text in making this
a most enjoyable book.

Roger Tabor

Offers to Readers of Country-Side

Order your copy of The Immortal Yew at 20% off RRP (£25) plus p&p using code YEW20, valid online only at www.shop.kew.org/kewbooksonline.
The code cannot be used in conjunction with any other discount. Offer ends 31 December 2018.

Order your copy of Shorebirds in Action at £17.95 (RRP £21.95) plus £1.50 p&p in the UK (normally £3.50) by phoning 01593 731333 or sending
cheque (payable to Whittles Publishing) to Whittles Publishing, Dunbeath Mill, Dunbeath, Caithness KW6 6EF.

The author Tony Hall is Manager of the Arboretum and Gardens of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew and so is well qualified to write this book. I have been
fascinated by the yew ever since seeing a photograph of one venerable tree that had
regenerated itself by putting down interior roots from the top of the trunk, these after
reaching the ground and penetrating it turning into new trunks themselves. There are
many photos in this book of ancient, venerable yews including those that have
extended or are extending their lives in just this way.

The majority of the yews featured are in churchyards, and the churches, many of
which post date the yews, are described too. Some of the yews featured however do
grow wild and I was interested to learn that in natural wild yew woods the main way
the trees would have spread, due to lack of light within their dark interior, would
probably have been by lowering branches to the ground (layering) and putting up
new stems.

There are very many yews described in this book that are well worth a visit and
their locations and directions (where needed) are always given. I would recommend
this book to anyone even remotely interested in trees.

Michael Demidecki

Book Reviews


